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I know Iâ€™m already matedâ€¦I wanna get married.What do you get when you combine a three

headed monster named Charles, a rotund, gay, dancing Demon named Doug, a culinary disaster

baked by Mother Nature, a celibate premarital councilor named Jeff, an offer from Satan thatâ€™s

impossible to refuse and Steve Perry?You get the Royal Wedding from Hellâ€”or to be more

accurateâ€”possibly in Hell.All I want to do is marry the Vampyre of my dreams with my closest

friends and family in attendance. Yep, I know nuptials in the undead world are unheard of, but

Iâ€™m still hanging onto my humanity if only by a thread. Being mated is great, but getting married

is important to me.Tacky invitations and cake that causes food poisoning aside, I also need to deal

with the stream of Demons entering my world from mysteriously opened portals. Not to mention

Angel Jeff is going to fail us on the premarital test if we participate in any nookie before the wedding.

Iâ€™m trying really hard not to go bridezilla on everyone. With five days to plan the wedding, I have

figure out whoâ€™s opening the portals and deal with our hostile allies who think our wedding is a

farce. Itâ€™s been a very difficult weekâ€”especially the no nookie part.All I know is this, I will say "I

do" on Saturday even if it I have to go to Hell and back to accomplish it.
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Fashionable Dead and WedBook 7 Hot Damned SeriesRobyn Peterman4 BookgasumsVampyres,

demons, a baboon named Blobbityflonk, Candy Land and marathon closet sex. Now that is the way

to start a bookOh, by the way, did I mention that Steve Perry is a unicorn. Its true because Mother

Nature said so. I know, right. It just blows the mind. Ms Peterman starts the book with a bang and

just keeps it going throughout the entire story. There is humor, mystery, family drama, and love. All

the bases are covered in this story.I laughed and I cried. Letâ€™s face it I went through many

tissues through the last third of the book. Most were happy tears but there was that one time where

they were tears of fear and worry. If you are needing a positive, upbeat love story for the ages then

this is a book for you.Even with the fast pace of Ms Petermanâ€™s stories she is able to draw the

reader in with her vivid descriptions and her wonky, yet realistic characters. There was a electronic

formatting issue in the beginning of the Kindle version I read but that just gave me a chuckle. No

real spelling issues but there were numerous added or wrong words that made me have to stop

reading and re-read the sentence a few times to figure out what was going on. Due to the number of

these errors I have had to give the book only 4 bookgasums.I enjoyed the story and was glad to see

the wedding take place. I cannot wait for the next installment to find out if the other members of the

Royal family can be saved and to find out what a half Hellhound and half baboon will look

like.https://www..com/Fashionably-Dead-Wed-Seven-Damned-ebook/dp/B01KKRQ6I2/ref=sr_1_1?

s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1474374738&sr=1-1&keywords=dead+and+wed

FINALLY! A story of Ethan and Astrid getting hitched..and it was SPECTACULARLY fun! I fell out of

my chair laughing so hard at times. There was some seriously outrageous things that will make you

cringe (and ok, giggle) and have you shaking your head and definitely some things that will leave

you needing a fan to cool down. Ethan and Astrid are just a fantastic couple. I love their sizzling

chemistry and their many HOT sexcapades. But in Fashionably Dead and Wed they need to abstain

and the horror of that will just make you laugh so hard, you just might pee yourself!I loved who and

where the wedding took place. So many things went wrong yet I was completely captivated by how

the wedding turned out. Robyn Peterman created a unique, beautiful wedding. To finally see Ethan

and Astrid getting married was just the icing on the cake..speaking of cake..no I will let you read the

book to find out what I possibly could mean.Fashionably Dead and Wed gets a WITTY AND

SNARKY AND SERIOUSLY OUTRAGEOUS FIVE SHOOTING STARS! You will laugh, you might

shed a few tears, but you will DEFINITELY love this story..NO doubt about it!



A couple of things: First, it's about time we got her married. Second, the very end gets just a little

long. However, that might have been because my Kindle app was showing only 90% read so I was

expecting more. It was stuff about other books, etc. (which is fine) but I was wanting more and was

let down when it really ended. No real complaint.So why was I disappointed? Mainly because IT

TOOK SO LONG for Robyn to write this next book! I had forgotten how much I like this particular

series until I opened this one to start reading.No, I am not telling you more about the book, I never

do but I will say this - if you're new to this series, go back and start with book 1 and work your way

up to this one. The is a well developed, complex series (for this type of reading) so you won't know

what a lot of references are if you start with this one. But by all means, make the effort. You will

enjoy each and every one you read, up to and including "Fashionable Dead and Wed" because

Robyn Peterman is great.

The wedding of the century is to be held in hell and we are lucky enough to be able to be included in

the fun. Fashionably Dead and Wed is a hysterically, funny book... It should have a warning that you

need to read it with an empty bladder because spontaneous laughter is inevitable.Robyn

Peterman's hell is not what we were taught as kids, this one is crazy and sometimes a little scary,

but Astrid and Ethan are finally having the wedding even though they have been mated already.

There is no way you can't love their son Samuel, although he is still a baby to her he is supernatural

so he develops way faster and his poopie words will crack you up.I love a book that is pure fun and

this series is a riot... Another amazing book with the same fun characters and a few new ones to

keep it interesting.

What a stupendous addition to this series. I will never tire of Astrid and her family. The laughs are

always just a page away. The love that is shown by Astrid and Ethan is awesome, the fact that he

loves her enough to put up with her family says a lot. There is always so much fun to be had when

they come to visit. Samuel is a doll. So smart and funny.Finally the wedding we have all been

waiting for. You know things can not go as smoothly as we would all hope, it is Astrid you know. As

usual it keeps you on your toes through all the twists and turns. I could hardly put it down.I am

looking forward to many more stories about Astrid and her family. I would highly recommend all

these books.
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